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WELDER INJURED WHEN PIPE
JACK COLLAPSED
CATEGORY: INJURY
DESCRIPTION:

A welder was injured when the set screw on a heavy-duty tripod pipe jack failed
causing the pipe jack to collapse. The 10-inch pipe spool being worked on rolled off
the V-head, forcing all the remaining pipe jacks to shift. The pipe rolled onto the
welder, pushing him to the ground and crushing his upper body. The welder sustained
a broken right shoulder, left arm, and broken ribs.
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HEAVY-DUTY, V-HEAD TRIPOD PIPE JACK

CLOSE-UP OF FAILED SET SCREW

IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER PIPE JACK COMPONENTS
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CAUSE:
•
•
•
•

The set screw (securement pin) on the pipe jack was not adequately
secured
The rolling pipe forced the remaining pipe jacks to topple towards the
worker
Pipe jacks were not inspected before work began
Set screws were not inspected before work began

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS:
The pipe jack did not allow the set screw or the secondary pin to be properly
secured because it had been painted over and corroded by use. The secondary pin
was not properly secured. In addition, the pipe jacks were set up on uneven
ground.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:
» Inspect the equipment. Before using pipe jacks, check all parts to ensure

they are in good operating condition and have not been modified. Inspect
pipe jack and legs for bends, breaks or metal deformation.

» Only use pipe jacks on smooth, level surfaces to reduce the risk of them
tipping over.
» Ensure pipe jacks are not overloaded; know the load rating for each pipe
jack and the head.
» Position jacks 5 to 12 feet (1.5 to 3.5 m) apart, depending on length and
weight of load (check manufacturer’s instructions for pipe weight and
diameter). For longer segments of pipe, it is recommended to have at
least four jacks spread evenly under the load.
» Adjust the spanner nut beneath the V-head, so at least 2 to 3 inches (50
to 75 mm) of adjustment screw is visible coming out of the I.D. barrel.
» Tighten the set screw so the head cannot come out of the I.D. barrel.
» Do not store pipe on pipe jacks.
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